Evaluation of generation efficiency for solar power plants in China based on stochastic data
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Overview
As China has become the world's largest producer and consumer of energy, its renewable energy development is of
great significance to the governance of global energy and campaign against climate change. With the promotion of
China's energy supply and consumption revolution strategy, the proportion of renewable energy sources, such as
wind power and solar power, promises to exceed 50% in power mix by 2025. Efficiency analysis of renewable
energy generation becomes a vital reference for policy design, it also benefits China in achieving carbon peaking
and carbon neutrality goals on time.
Different from thermal power sector, the production technology of renewable energy is not compatible with
deterministic efficiency evaluation approach. Accurate measurement of input data is almost impossible as it is
dominated by natural resource inputs with high volatility, such as solar or wind. Therefore, this study employs the
central limit theorem to configure solar energy input as a stochastic distribution and constructs a stochastic
production possibility set. A chance constrained data envelopment analysis (DEA) model combined with the
direction distance function is developed to measure the efficiency of solar power plants in Qinghai, China, in order
to investigate the driving force of natural resources behind the change of renewable energy generation efficiency.
The study also combines incomplete price information on inputs and outputs to measure the operation performance
under the orientation of profit maximization. The results will help reveal the sources of inefficiency in solar power
plants, thereafter to improve productivity and operation, and provide decision supports for government on long-term
planning of renewable energy development.

Methods
A lot of researches have proved that DEA is suitable for measuring the efficiency of power generation sector.
However, conventional DEA models have been criticized for their inability to handle stochastic data set. Lots of
efforts have been made to handle the randomness in either input or output data. Chance constrained DEA has gained
popularity within the management science framework because randomness in performance can be handled under
appropriate assumptions on the special distribution.
In order to compare the efficiency ranking and reference benchmark under different measures, this study
combines chance constrained DEA with directional distance function to propose the following stochastic production
possibility set:
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where  i and r are optimal weights for stochastic input xij and deterministic output yrj ,  g x , g y  is the direction
vector.
By defining the upper bound U and lower bound L of the price ratio, this study implements a measure of
profit efficiency by constructing an assurance region for incomplete price information with the following constraints:
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The chance constrained programming needs to be transformed into a deterministic formulation for software
solution, which implies restrictions on the distribution of stochastic data. In this study, the annual solar energy
consumption following a normal distribution is derived by cumulating the short-time solar radiation resources fitted
to a Beta distribution through central limit theorem under Lyapunov condition.

Results
Compared to the results of the deterministic DEA model, there are remarkable differences in that of chance
constrained model which incorporates solar consumption as an input. The efficiency of most plants show a
decreasing trend, which leads to a significant shift in best practice frontier. This suggests that the technical
efficiency of solar power plants is to some extent inconsistent with local solar resource endowments.
Notably, the technical efficiency of solar power plants in Qinghai is much closer under the exogenous
directional distance function over the study period, with solar consumption instead of other technical factors being
the major contributor to the efficiency gap. The endogenous directional distance function likewise suggests that
saving solar energy inputs is an optimal path to improve technical efficiency.
Moreover, the gap among decision-making units in profit efficiency performance is further magnified when
price information is included. From the perspective of profit improvement for power plants, even though almost
zero-cost natural resource inputs do not increase the cost of power generation, their contribution to increasing
corporate revenues is often overlooked.

Conclusions
Given the characteristics of renewable energy generation, the stochastic DEA approach allows for more
objective and instructive efficiency evaluation results as it uncovers the potential bias caused by neglecting natural
resource inputs. The introduction of central limit theorem making it possible to deal with massive amounts of
geographical and meteorological data under various distribution assumptions.
In general, the inefficient utilization of solar resources indicates a new direction for efficiency improvement
of China’s power plants. The improvement measures could be undertaken in two aspects: examining the root causes
of the inefficient utilization of solar resources by photovoltaic units from a technical perspective, or scaling up
production to make better use of the excellent local insolation conditions.
Considering that the current reference pricing policy does not guide operation improvement sufficiently, the
introduction of power market transactions may be a beneficial attempt to narrow the profit gap. It is necessary for
government to give policy incentives to motivate well-performing plants fully exploit their technical potential.
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